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Inspirational and Ethical Leadership in Action
“Transforming Communities through Whole-Person Education.”
Vision: A peaceful world where everyone fulfills their potential
Values: Self-responsibility, equality, inclusiveness, honesty, forgiveness
Purpose: To provide solutions to combat discrimination and develop potential through a Whole-Person education
curriculum pioneered by young leaders into communities
Mission: To put the Whole-Person curriculum at the heart of our nation, starting with empowering young leaders

A Day as Lord Taylor

WLF Family

• WRVS – This month welcomes a new intern to the
office, Brandon Fite from California, USA. The first
reception he attended was for the Women’s Royal
Voluntary Service, celebrating 70 years of continuing
work within communities and emergency planning.

We like to keep in touch with past interns, to see what they
have been doing since leaving WLF. This month, we are
featuring Livia!

Livia Anzaldo
Livia now works for The Guild of
Professional Estate Agents where she is in
charge of marketing and overseas property
sales.
Her roles include development of the brand,
assisting in the production and editing of
their international magazine and organising
campaigns. This often involves negotiating
advertising rates and international
distribution.
Livia plans to move to Dubai next year to
start up her own property business.
Good luck Livia!

Brandon, Lord Reading, Lord Luke and Robert
• Breakthrough breast cancer reception – Robert
joined MPs and the Breakthrough Breast Cancer
charity team to celebrate 20 years of the NHS breast
screening programme.

Robert at Breakthrough Breast Cancer Reception

Interns Visit Schools
To get practical feedback for the WLF curriculum, interns
Cheryl and Robert visited Walworth School in Southwark and
St. George’s Roman Catholic School in the City of
Westminster.
At Walworth School we talked with Deputy Head William
Pratt about integrating the WLF system with their own pupil
development plan. We also discussed the importance of
children developing their personalities.
With Adrian Dixon, the Assistant Head at St. George’s School,
we discussed not only WLF’s importance to pupils, but also its
relevance to the teachers.
As a result of this valuable feedback from the schools, we were
able to make the WLF’s schools project even more relevant to
the needs of our future citizens.

WLF Funding
If you would like to sponsor an intern at the House of Lords for a 12 weeks leadership programme WLF needs: £5,000
If you would like to sponsor a group in your local community to learn our leadership curriculum WLF needs: £15,000
Please make cheques payable to :
Please send donations to :
The Warwick Leadership Foundation
Lord Taylor of Warwick,
Registered Charity no: 298752
The Warwick Leadership Foundation,
c/o 1 Abbey Gardens,
Great College Street,
London SW1P 3SE.

